248	meister's apprenticeship.
No kind of interference must be suffered to destroy therp, or even
essentially to change their form. These are the things which
stamp themselves deep into the soul; which all men long to see,
which no one dares to meddle with. Accordingly, I understand,
they have almost wholly been retained in all our German theatres.
But our countrymen have erred, in my opinion, with regard to the
second class of objects, which may be observed in this tragedy; I
allude to the external relations of the persons, whereby they are
brought from place to place, or combined in various ways by cer-
tain accidental incidents. These they have looked upon as very
unimportant; have spoken of them only in passing, or left them
out altogether. Now, indeed, it must be owned, these threads are
slack and slender; yet they run through the entire piece, and bind
together much that would otherwise fall asunder, and does actually
fall asunder, when you cut them off, and imagine you have done
enough and more, if you have left the ends hanging.
" Among these external relations I include the disturbances in
Norway, the war with young Fortinbras, the embassy to his uncle,
the settling of that feud, the march of young Fortinbras to Poland,
and his coming back at the end; of the same sort are Horatio's re-
turn from Wittenberg, Hamlet's wish to go thither, the journey of
Laertfes to France, his return, the dispatch of Hamlet into Eng-
land, his capture by pirates, the death of the two courtiers by the
letter which they carried. All these circumstances and events
would be very fit for expanding and lengthening a novel; but
here they injure exceedingly the unity of the piece, particularly
as the hero has no plan, and are in consequence entirely out of
place."
" For once in the right!" cried Serlo,
"Do not interrupt me," answered Wilhelm; "perhaps you
will not always think me right. These errors are like temporary
props of an edifice; they must not be removed till we have built
a firm wall in their stead. My project therefore is, not at all to
change those first-mentioned grand situations, or at least as much
as possible to spare them, both collectively and individually; but
with respect to these external, single, dissipated and dissipating
motives, to cast them all at once away, and substitute a solitary
one instead of them."
"And this?" inquired Serlo, springing up from his recum-
bent posture.
"It lies in the piece itself," answered Wilhelm, "only I

